CNC EC Notes 07/12/17

Call to order - 7:10pm Dean

Attendees:

Council Members - Dorothy Allison; Vicki Briskman; Dorothy Allison; Dean Wageman; Darlene Brothers-Wageman.

Stakeholder Members - Marcia Chopp; Pat UpdeGraff; Bill UpdeGraff.

Not Present – Anna Kumor/Excused; Carol Lucas; Linda Van Der Valk/Excused; Rudy Schultz; Ellen Schneider/Excused.

Minutes from June – Approved – Vicki motioned, Darlene seconded, passed.

Stakeholder comments – None

Public Announcements –

Vicki – October 20, Chamber is holding an event, State of the community breakfast, $45. Starts at 7:30 am.

Motion Items – None made

Horse crossing signage

- Darlene – “Slow Down You are Entering a Horse Area” sign shown, looking for community support to have these installed, (8 of total).
- Marcia – Need to get approval to install the signs, DOT needs to approve.
- Dorothy – Transportation and Safety comes to Mitch’s office weekly, ask them.
- Vicki – Talk to Mitch’s person in charge of Transportation to get support.
- Dean - Darlene wrote a letter to submit to the city describing the request. We should vote to approve the letter in support of the signs for more driver awareness.
- Dean – The signs were located on line and cost $50 each, we need the city to install if approved.
- Vicki – Decide which committee will pursue this and make motion to support.

Yuppie Trail Footing Replacement

- Darlene – Showing bids from landscape contractors (2 of at this stage).
- Discussion of what the issue is and the process to amend the trail.
- Vicki – Fitness gym wants to contribute to upgrading the trail and bike path. Wants to clean up and plant trees. Recommended calling to see if they can be included in this project.

DOTH

- Pat - Jody says no to holding the event here next year, can’t put boarders through the trouble that happened last year.
- Vicki – asked if we blocked off sections to keep people out of stalls area.
- Dorothy – Jody was doing it because she loves Chatsworth.
- Darlene – Suggested Ray and Ann Vincent be asked if they might consider.
• Dean – Suggested we ask Randy Cano Stables, Arlene Shevlin. Also suggested the property where Gloria and Jack Wright were.
• Bill – Suggested the Thoroughbred and guinea pig rescue ranch be asked if they would consider.
• Vicki – Suggested to ask Carol Lucas if she would consider.
• Vicki – Suggested Pierce College, this would be ideal for size and parking.
• Pat – If we were able to use this location, potential to schedule with Farm Walk.
• Marcia - I will reach out to Pierce to ask about this.

**Slow and Wide signs**
• Jerry England designed these at one point to alert drivers to horse zone.
• Dorothy – A sign is around to use as an example, she will look for it.
• Dean – Assigning the Slow and Wide program to Dorothy for next month’s update.

Pat Motioned to adjourn, Vicki seconded. 8:20 pm.